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QUESTION 1

Your customer was reviewing published answers in their knowledgebase. 

They noticed that several of the answers had irrelevant answers listed in the "Answers other found helpful" section of
the answer detail page. 

What step is required to eliminate the individual irrelevant answers? 

A. Remove the related answers widget from the Customer Portal page. 

B. Remove the irrelevant answers from manually related answers. 

C. Block the irrelevant answers from Learned Links. 

D. Delete the irrelevant answers from Sibling Answers. 

Correct Answer: D 

Note: *A meta-answer is a collection of related answers that are all associated with the same products and categories.
These related answers are called sibling answers, and that relationship is defined on the CX Console, not on the
accessibility interface 

 

QUESTION 2

Your customer would like to havethe defaultsearch report (Answers?omplexExpression Search Default)on their
customer portal page alteredwith the following requirements. 

They want the New and Update tagsto be displayedfor only 7 days. They want to displaythe Answer\\'sscore. 

Identify the two options that will enable you to complete the requirements. 

A. Delete the exceptions for New and Updated. 

B. Unhide the computed score (solved) column. 

C. Change the variables for $new and $updated. 

D. Update the configuration settings of ANS_NEW_INC_DURATION and ANS_UPD_INC_DURATION. 

E. Insert the score (solved count) columns. 

Correct Answer: DE 

D:Specify how long an answer is displayed as new. ANS_NEW_INC_DURATION Specify how long an answer is
displayed as updated. ANS_UPD_INC_DURATION 

E: 

*Both long-term and short-term solved counts are used to calculate the score. 

*Score--A calculated value that ranks the order of displayed answers. An answer\\'s score is determined by its solved
count and any display position that was set when the answer was added or updated. 
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QUESTION 3

Your customer would like some changes to be made in the incident workspace. Which three changes can be made by
using workspace functionality? 

A. Right justify all field labels on the workspace 

B. Copy the value in the Queue menu to a custom field. 

C. Conditionally hide specific product items based on the logged in staff account\\'s profile. 

D. Focus on a specific workspace tab based on the value of a custom field. 

E. Change the color of the Banner Flag based on the incident\\'s severity. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Note: 

*RightNow Service provides a standard workspace for working with incidents. The workspace 

defines which fields are available, which buttons are displayed on the ribbon, and how the information is organized on
the content pane. 

*keep in mind that the workspace your profile uses may display a different combination of fields, or it may display them
in a different location on the content pane. 

*example of the standard incidentworkspace. 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer is a printing company and every knowledgebase article contains the word "print. 

Which configuration will enable end customer searches to return a single knowledge article result when searching with
"print"? 

A. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword 

B. Add "print" using the Stop word editor and add "print" to the alias file. 

C. Add "print" to only one knowledgebase article keyword and add "print" to a search priority word and assign multiple
answers. 

D. Add "print" using the stop word editor and add "print" to a search priority word and assign one answer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Search Priority Words editor. This feature of Oracle RightNow Knowledge Cloud Service used to be known
as the Topic Words editor in versions released before May2010. This feature (see Figure below) is used to manually 
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show an answer at the top of all search results when a certain search term is entered. Entering a search priority word is
helpful when you are confident that you know exactly which answer a customer wants to read when that person enters
a 

particular search term. 

Widely using the Search Priority Words editor is not recommended; instead, use it sparingly for special situations, such
as when you have an umbrella answer. 

 

QUESTION 5

Your customerhas requested a workflow with the following requirements: 

All workflows have a return event thatallows users to exit the workflow Every return eventleads to a wrap up script thatis
positionedjust before theincident workspace Every exit takes the agent to theincidentworkspace Thereisa"return to
script" button on the workspace to take the agent to a workspacelisting all availablescripts. 

Identify the requirement that could not be met. 
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A. The workflow must take the agent to an incident workspace to finish their work. 

B. The workflow must allow the agent to restart the workflow from the ending Initial workspace. 

C. There must be a single script that all agents see to finish their conversation with the end customer. 

D. The agent can exit any script in the workflow, go to the workspace, and return to the script page that they originally
left from. 

Correct Answer: D 

Note: *Oracle RightNow Desktop Workflow Cloud Service helps agents switch context during interactions. WithOracle
RightNow Desktop Workflow Cloud Service, you design workflows that span the ful interaction from start to finish. These
interaction flows can present the agent with a sequence of workspaces and scripts dynamically as the context of the
interaction evolves. As your workspaces become more tailored to specialized contexts, Oracle RightNow Desktop
Workflow Cloud Service becomes an essential means of switching between workspaces 
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